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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a new recursive algorithm to directly obtain the sum of the

autocorrelation functions of the M sequences belonging to a Complementary Set of

Sequences (M-CSS). The proposed algorithm allows a digital filter with only one stage to

be obtained, what significantly reduces the total number of memory requirements,

multiplications and additions to be performed in comparison with the use of M

correlators, even when these correlators could have an efficient implementation. The

use of this algorithm can be of great relevancy since there is an increasing interest in the

use of CSS (or derived sequences such as Loosely Synchronized—LS-sequences or Zero

Correlation Zone—ZCZ-sequences) in the field of communications and sensor systems.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Complementary Sets of Sequences [1] have extended
their fields of applications from their first use in the
infrared spectrometry area. Nowadays, they are exten-
sively used in the area of communications, including
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) in multiple access
communications [2], new modulation schemes [3], infra-
red communications [4] and also in pulse compression for
ultrasound systems [5,6].
ll rights reserved.
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The use of CSS allows ideal properties to be obtained in
the additive autocorrelation and crosscorrelation func-
tions (the sum of the correlations of the sequences
belonging to a complementary set). On the other hand,
in order to simultaneously emit the corresponding
sequences of a CSS assigned to a certain transmitter, an
M-ary modulation scheme has to be used (M-Phase Shift
Keying, Frequency Shift Keying, etc.). Then, at the recep-
tion stage, after the M-ary demodulation, a set of M

correlators is needed to detect the sequences of the set
and, finally, the sum of all these correlations is computed.
Each one of these M correlations can be implemented by
using efficient filters available for CSS called as Efficient
Set of Sequences Correlator (ESSC) [7]. Furthermore, the
architecture proposed in Ref. [7] could be used to effi-
ciently detect codes based on orthogonal CSS, such as
Loosely Synchronized—LS-sequences [8] or Zero Correla-
tion Zone—ZCZ-sequences [9]. These kinds of codes could
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be useful when the application requires large ZCZ around
the origin of the correlation function to reduce the inter-
symbol and multiple access interferences in communica-
tions applications or sensor systems applied to localiza-
tion methods.

Thus, when methods based on Efficient Set of Sequences
correlators are used, computations are reduced, allowing
real-time processing, compared to straightforward correla-
tors [5,7], but at the expense of an increase of the memory
requirements. In this paper, a new recursive algorithm to
directly obtain the sum of the autocorrelation functions of
the M sequences belonging to a CSS is presented. It uses
only one stage instead of the M stages commonly used,
what significantly reduces the total number of operations to
be performed without penalizing the memory requirements
and thus improves the feasibility of these systems (even for
very long sequences).

2. Recursive algorithm to obtain the ACFS in a CSS

A recursive algorithm for the generation and correlation
of complementary sets of M sequences with length L has
been presented in Ref. [7], where the number of sequences
M is a power of two (M=2m) and their length L is a power
of M (L=MN =2mN with m, N 0AN�{0}). In order to obtain
the correlation of a received signal r[k], with each one of
the sequences of a M-CSS, the recursive Eq. (1) has to be
used, thus obtaining a vector SM(N) after n=N iterations (n
A{1, 2, y, N}), in which the ith row contains the correla-
tion of the received signal with the ith sequence in the CSS

SMðNÞ ¼Kðm
ðNÞ �D � SMðN�1Þ ð1Þ

where D is a set of delays;Kðm
ðNÞis a generative matrix for

obtaining the set of sequences, as it is described below
with mA{1, 2, y, log2(M)}; M,NAN�{0}, and

SMðNÞ ¼

S1,MðNÞ½k�

S2,MðNÞ½k�

S3,MðNÞ½k�

^

SM,MðNÞ½k�

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

M�1

; SMðN�1Þ ¼

S1,MðN�1Þ½k�

S2,MðN�1Þ½k�

S3,MðN�1Þ½k�

^

SM,MðN�1Þ½k�

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

M�1

ð2Þ

Finally, in the case N=1, SM(0) is defined as

SMð0Þ ¼

r½k�

r½k�

^

r½k�

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

M�1

ð3Þ

where r[k] is the received input signal.
Furthermore, in Eq. (1), Kðm

ðNÞ is a matrix of size M�M

that contains the order and the way in which a set of binary
coefficients (wm,N) affects the correlation results obtained in
the previous iteration (N�1), to compute the correlation
results SM(N) in the Nth iteration. To generate this matrix, the
following recursive algorithm is defined in Ref. [7]:

Kðm
ðnÞ ¼

Kðm�1
ðnÞ � ðwm,nUð�Kðm�1

ðnÞ ÞÞ

Kðm�1
ðnÞ � ðwm,nUK

ðm�1
ðnÞ Þ

0
@

1
A; Kð1

ðnÞ ¼
1 w1,n

1 �w1,n

 !
ð4Þ

where mA{1, 2, y, log2(M)}, nA{1, 2, y, N}; M, NAe�{0}.
The matrix Kðm
ðnÞ is built from Kð1

ðnÞ which has the
coefficients to obtain binary sequences of 2-CSS, after m

iterations of Eq. (4). The coefficients wm,n are those for a
particular M-CSS in the nth iteration. The set of these
coefficients forms the generative seed [7] of the set of
sequences that is correlated with the input signal r[k].

Finally, D is a diagonal matrix of size M�M containing
a set of delays

D¼

d½k�ððM�1Þ � DnÞ� 0 0 � � � 0

0 d½k�ððM�2Þ � DnÞ� 0 � � � 0

0 0 d½k�ððM�3Þ � DnÞ� � � � 0

^ ^ ^ & 0

0 0 0 � � � d½k�

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
ð5Þ

where Dn is an arbitrary positive delay defined as Dn=MPn

and Pn is any permutation of the numbers {0,1, 2, y, N�1}.
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of a sequence Si,M [k],

belonging to a certain M-CSS, can be obtained with the
iterative algorithm presented above, by using that sequence
as the received signal in Eq. (2) and considering only the ith
row in SM(N). Obviously, to obtain the M ACFs of the
corresponding sequences, for a certain M-CSS, the recursive
algorithm must be applied M times. In every case, the
sequence to be correlated is used as the received sequence:
r[k]=Si,M [k] (iA{1, 2, y, M}). In the following, the vector
SM(0) presented in Eq. (3) will be renamed by adding an
upper index referred to that sequence, SSi

Mð0Þ, as follows:

SSi
Mð0Þ ¼

Si½k�

Si½k�

^

Si½k�

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

M�1

ð6Þ

The recursive algorithm to compute the ACFs of the
corresponding sequences can be expressed as

SSi

MðnÞ ¼Kðm
ðnÞ �D � S

Si

Mðn�1Þ ð7Þ

And thus, after n=N iterations, the ACF of the ith
sequence will be in the ith row of SSi

MðNÞ.
In order to obtain the sum of all the ACFs (SACF), the

results provided by applying Eq. (7) for every Si[k] can be
concatenated; thus obtaining a matrix SCon

MðNÞ defined as

ð8Þ

In this matrix, the ACFs of the corresponding sequences
of the CSS are in the main diagonal, and the SACF can be
simply calculated by computing the trace

SACF ¼ TrðSCon
MðNÞÞ ð9Þ

The recursive algorithm to obtain the SACF function for
a M-CSS with length L=MN can be considered as a digital
filter of N identical stages. For example, in the case of a 4-
CSS with length L=4 the recursive equations to compute
de ACFs are detailed in Eq. (10) [7]

SSi
1,4ð0Þ½k� ¼ SSi

2,4ð0Þ½k� ¼ SSi
3,4ð0Þ½k� ¼ SSi

4,4ð0Þ½k� ¼ Si½k�

SSi
1,4ð1Þ½k� ¼ SSi

1,4ð0Þ½k�3UD1��w2,1USSi
2,4ð0Þ½k�2UD1�

þw1,1USSi
3,4ð0Þ½k�D1��w2,1Uw1,1USSi

4,4ð0Þ½k�



Fig. 1. Digital filter defined by Eq. (11) to compute the sum of

autocorrelation functions (SACF) for the corresponding sequences from

a 4-CSS of length L=4.
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SSi
2,4ð1Þ½k� ¼ SSi

1,4ð0Þ½k�3UD1��w2,1USSi
2,4ð0Þ½k�2UD1�

�w1,1USSi
3,4ð0Þ½k�D1�þw2,1Uw1,1USSi

4,4ð0Þ½k�

SSi
3,4ð1Þ½k� ¼ SSi

1,4ð0Þ½k�3UD1�þw2,1USSi
2,4ð0Þ½k�2UD1�

þw1,1USSi
3,4ð0Þ½k�D1�þw2,1Uw1,1USSi

4,4ð0Þ½k�

SSi
4,4ð1Þ½k� ¼ SSi

1,4ð0Þ½k�3UD1�þw2,1USSi
2,4ð0Þ½k�2UD1�

�w1,1USSi
3,4ð0Þ½k�D1��w2,1Uw1,1USSi

4,4ð0Þ½k� ð10Þ

In this case, the SACF can be obtained as shown in Eq.
(11), after computing Eq. (10) for every Si (iA{1, 2, y, M})
and adding the corresponding equation; and the related
digital filter is depicted in Fig. 1

SACF ¼ S1,4½k�3 � D1��w2,1US1,4½k�2 � D1�þw1,1US1,4½k�D1�

�w2,1Uw1,1US1,4½k�þ � � � þS2,4½k�3 � D1�

�w2,1US2,4½k�2 � D1��w1,1US2,4½k�D1�

þw2,1Uw1,1US2,4½k�þ � � � þS3,4½k�3 � D1�

þw2,1US3,4½k�2 � D1�þw1,1US3,4½k�D1�

þw2,1Uw1,1US3,4½k�þ � � � þS4,4½k�3 � D1�

þw2,1US4,4½k�2 � D1��w1,1US4,4½k�D1�

�w2,1Uw1,1US4,4½k� ð11Þ
Fig. 2. Digital filter defined by Eq. (13) to compute the sum of

autocorrelation (SACF) functions for the corresponding sequences from

a 4-CSS of length L=4.
3. New recursive algorithm to directly obtain the SACF in
a CSS

According to the previous section, the SACF function
can be obtained by performing M times Eq. (7). In order to
simplify and reduce the computational load of this
method, a new recursive algorithm is proposed here. This
algorithm is based on the transposition, in every iteration
n, of the elements involved in Eq. (7) to correlate a set of
sequences belonging to a CSS; and thus using all
the sequences of the CSS as inputs in the iteration n=0.
For the sake of clarity, in the case of 4-CSS (M=4)
with length L=4, the new recursive equations of this
algorithm are

S1,4ð0Þu ½k� ¼ S1,4½k�; S2,4ð0Þu ½k� ¼ S2,4½k�; S3,4ð0Þu ½k� ¼ S3,4½k�;

S4,4ð0Þu ½k� ¼ S4,4½k�

S1,4ð1Þu ½k� ¼ S3,4ð0Þu ½k�3 � D1�þS4,4ð0Þu ½k�3 � D1�

þS2,4ð0Þu ½k�3 � D1�þS1,4ð0Þu ½k�3 � D1�

S2,4ð1Þu ½k� ¼w2,1 � S3,4ð0Þu ½k�2 � D1��w2,1 � S4,4ð0Þu ½k�2 � D1�

�w2,1 � S2,4ð0Þu ½k�2 � D1�þw2,1 � S1,4ð0Þu ½k�2 � D1�

S3,4ð1Þu ½k� ¼w1,1US3,4ð0Þu ½k�D1��w1,1US4,4ð0Þu ½k�2 � D1�

�w1,1 � S2,4ð0Þu ½k�D1�þw1,1US1,4ð0Þu ½k�D1�

S4,4ð1Þu ½k� ¼w2,1Uw1,1US3,4ð0Þu ½k��w2,1Uw1,1US4,4ð0Þu ½k�

þw2,1Uw1,1 � S2,4ð0Þu ½k��w2,1Uw1,1 � S1,4ð0Þu ½k� ð12Þ

Then, the resulting set of recursive equations described
in Eq. (12) is not the direct correlation of every sequence.
Nevertheless, by computing the sum of the outputs as
shown in Eq. (13), the SACF function described in Eq. (11)
is directly obtained

SACF ¼ S1,4½k�3 � D1�þS2,4½k�3 � D1�þS3,4½k�3 � D1�

þS4,4½k�3 � D1�þ � � � �w2,1US1,4½k�2 � D1�

�w2,1US2,4½k�2 � D1�þw2,1US3,4½k�2 � D1�

þw2,1US4,4½k�2 � D1�þw1,1US1,4½k�D1�

�w1,1US2,4½k�D1�þw1,1US3,4½k�D1�

�w1,1US4,4½k�D1�þ � � ��w2,1Uw1,1US1,4½k�

þw2,1Uw1,1US2,4½k�þw2,1Uw1,1US3,4½k�

�w2,1Uw1,1US4,4½k� ð13Þ

The digital filter associated with the SACF function
defined by this innovative recursive algorithm is shown in
Fig. 2. Now, the new architecture called 4-ESSCT, is the
transposed version of the 4-ESSC described in Ref. [7], and
by using only one adder to perform the sum of the
outputs, the SACF function is obtained.

In the general case of an M-CSS with length L=MN, the
new recursive equations can be defined as follows:

SMð0Þu ¼ S1½k� S2½k� � � � SM½k�
� �

M�1

h iT
ð14Þ

SMðnÞu ¼D � Kðm
ðN�nþ1Þ

� �T
� SMðn�1Þu ð15Þ



Table 1
Number of resources to obtain the SACF for an M-CSS with different methods.

Implementation Multipliers Adders Memory elements

SACF using straightforward correlators 2m
�2m �N 2m

�2m �N 2m
� (2m �N

�1)

SACF using Eq. (8) and ESSC [5] 2m
� [(N�1) � (m �N �2m�1)+2m

�1] 2m
� [(N�1) � (m �N �2m)+2m

�1] 2m
� (2m �N

�1)

SACF using ESSCT m �N �2m�1 (2m
�N �m)+1 2m �N

�1

Fig. 3. Number of operations and memory resources required to obtain

the SACF for 8-CSS (m=3) based on straightforward implementation, 8-

ESSC and the 8-ESSCT.
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By performing the sum of rows in vector S’M(N) (after
n=N iterations), the SACF function is performed as fol-
lows:

SACF ¼ AddðSMðNÞu Þ ð16Þ

where Add(A) represents the addition of all the compo-
nents of the M-dimensional column vector A.

As described in Ref. [7] for a generic M-CSS correlator,
the property of regularity in the digital filter can be also
maintained in the SACF architectures, and thus it is
possible to obtain a SACF filter for a M-CSS based on the
architecture for M/2-CSS. Table 1 presents the number of
resources required (adders, multipliers, memory regis-
ters) for implementing the SACF of the M-CSS with
sequences of length L=MN. Three possible implementa-
tions have been considered: straightforward; Efficient Set
of Sequences Correlators using Eq. (8) and ESSC [7]; and
the new proposed algorithm ESSCT (15).

The significant reduction of operations and memory
resources is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3 for m=3. In
these case when N=2 the total number of multipliers,
adders and memory elements and memory bits used in
these implementations is: (512, 512, 511) with straight-
forward correlators, (248, 440, 511) with ESSCs and (24,
49, 63) with ESSCT, respectively.
4. Conclusions

A new efficient correlator to directly obtain the SACF

for an M-CSS has been presented. This implementation
requires a lower computational load than the straightfor-
ward implementation and the one based on ESSCs. The
proposed algorithm benefits from the transposed imple-
mentation of the ESSC architecture to minimize the
number of operations required, and do not penalize the
memory requirements, thus allowing its hardware imple-
mentation in devices as FPGAs, as well as its use with very
long sequences based on orthogonal Complementary Set
of Sequences.
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